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Single-phase and three-phase motors

Electric motors let us obtain mechanical energy in the simplest and most efcient manner. 

Depending on the number of supply phases, we can fnd single-phase, two-phase and three-

phase motors with coiled startup winding and with coiled startup winding with a capacitor. And 

choosing one or the other will depend on the necessary power.

 single-phase motor

A single-phase motor is an electrically-powered rotary machine that can turn electric energy 

into mechanical energy.

It works by using a single-phase power supply. They contain two types of wiring: hot and 

neutral. Their power can reach 3Kw and supply voltages vary in unison.

They only have a single alternatng voltage. The circuit works with two wires and the current 

that runs across them is always the same.

                                      

In most cases these are small motors with a limited torque. However, there are single-phase 

motors with a power of up to 10 hp that can work with connectons of up to 440V. They do not 



  

generate a rotatng magnetc feld; they can only generate an alternate feld, which means that 

they need a capacitor for startup.

They are easy to repair and maintain, as well as afordable.

  three-phase motor

A three-phase motor is an electric machine that transforms electric power into mechanical 

energy by means of electromagnetc interactons. Some electric motors are reversible – they 

can transform mechanical energy into electric power actng as generators.

They work by using a three-phase power source. They are driven by three alternatng currents 

of the same frequency, which peak at alternatng moments. They can have a power of up to 

300KW and speeds ranging between 900 and 3600 RPM.

Three conductor lines are used for transmission, but the fnal use requires 4-wire cables, which 

correspond to the 3 phases plus neutral.

                 

Three-phase electric power is the most common method in use in electric grids around the 

world since it transfers more power, and it sees signifcant use in the industrial sector.

Differences beteeen a single-phase motor and a three-phase motor

First, we need to diferentate the type of installaton and the current that fows through it. In 

this regard, the diference between single-phase current and three-phase current lies in that 

single-phase current is transferred over a single line. In additon, since there is only one phase 

or alternatng current, the voltage does not vary.

Single-phase motors are used when a three-phase system is not available and/or for limited 

power – they are generally used for powers under 2 Kw or 3 Kw. 



  

Three-phase motors commonly see more use in industry, since their power is over 150% 

greater than that of a single-phase motor, and a three-phase rotatng magnetc feld is 

generated.

While running a single-phase motor can be noisy and generate vibratons, three-phase motors 

are more expensive, but they do not generate these vibratons and are less noisy.

 


